BOARD OF BIDS AND CONTRACTS JUNE 30, 2016
ITEMS REQUIRING BOCC APPROVAL
3 Items
1. COX METRO E RENEWALS -- EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (EMS)
FUNDING -- EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
(Sole Source)
#16-2024 Contract
Cox
Communications
Kansas, LLC
Cox Metro E Circuit renewals and addition of service at EMS Post 11, 60 months

$1,005.00 mo.
$60,300.00

On the recommendation of Kimberly Evans, on behalf of EMS, Jennifer Dombaugh moved to accept the
quote from Cox Communications Kansas, LLC at a monthly rate of $1,005.00 for 60 months for a grand
total of $60,300.00. Linda Kizzire seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
This agreement is upgrading five (5) existing Metro E circuits to a faster speed while lowering the monthly
cost and adding EMS Post 11 to the agreement.
Note - The locations being serviced are: 1401 N. Rock Rd.- Derby (Post 11), 1903 W. Pawnee, - Wichita (Post
2), 6401 Mabel - Wichita (Post 6), 1218 S. Webb Rd. - Wichita (Post 9), 2808 N. Webb Rd. - Wichita (Post
15) and 616 E. 5th - Valley Center (Post 45).
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2. MAIL INSERTER -- DIVISION OF INFORMATION AND OPERATIONS (DIO)
FUNDING -- DIO
(Single Source)
#16-2025 Contract
Pitney Bowes
Relay 5000 Inserting System, 48 month lease

$1,635.62 mo.
$78,509.76

On the recommendation of Kimberly Evans, on behalf of the Division of Information and Operations,
Tim Kaufman moved to accept the quote from Pitney Bowes at $1,635.62 per month for 48 months
for a grand total of $78,509.76. Linda Kizzire seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
This equipment will connect to the existing mailroom equipment currently in use. This system will fold
and insert various mailings that go out to Sedgwick County constituents. The addition to the system will
provide higher productivity and efficiency for mailroom staff.
Question - What various mailings with this equipment be utilized for? Equipment will be used for mass
mailings such as COMCARE and EMS bills and Election Office mailings. Smaller mailings will be able
to be combined and pre-sorted in order to take advantage of lower postage rates.
Question - Is this equipment a sole source because it's being attached to equipment we already own?
This is a single source, which differs from a sole source, and that it is a single source because it will be
connecting to existing Pitney Bowes equipment.
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3. EXTRICATION TOOLS -- SEDGWICK COUNTY FIRE DISTRICT #1 (SCFD)
FUNDING -- EXTRICATION TOOLS/FIRE DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION
(Request sent to 54 vendors)
RFB #16-0046 SC#8000081907
Qty
Manufacturer
1. Heavy Duty Cutter
2
2. Heavy Duty Spreader
2
3. 6.5 hp Accelerator SimoPump with Wheeled Roll
2
Cage
4. Two-Stage 50" Ram
2
5. Standard/Single Hot
Swap Coupler Extension
4
Hose
6. Flat Face Male and
Female Couplers to single
point hot swap female
4
coupler changeover pigtail
for use with High Pressure
(10,500 PSI)
2
See Below*
2
See below**
Freight
Grand Total

Unit Price
Ext. Price
Holmatro
$4,269.97
$8,539.94
$5,397.46
$10,794.92

Conrad Fire Equipment
(Alternate 1)
Unit Price
Ext. Price
Holmatro
$3,049.66
$6,099.32
$3,592.91
$7,185.82

$5,071.77

$10,143.54

$5,071.77

$10,143.54

$5,600.00

$11,200.00

$2,496.16

$4,992.32

$2,496.16

$4,992.32

$3,750.00

$7,500.00

$506.85

$2,027.40

$506.85

$2,027.40

$800.00

$3,200.00

$291.38

$1,165.52

$291.38

$1,165.52

$735.75*
$3,000.00**

$1,471.50*
$6,000.00**
$680.00***
$45,815.14

$735.75*
$3,000.00**

$1,471.50*
$6,000.00**
$680.00***
$39,765.42

Conrad Fire Equipment

Okie Extrication
Unit Price
Ext. Price
TNT Rescue Systems
$4,495.00
$8,990.00
$5,795.00
$11,590.00

2 ea. $500.00 $1000.00 male
$1200.00
male; 2 ea.
female
$600.00 female
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
$44.680.00

Leisure Pro Dive Emporium

Special Service and Supply, Inc.

Immediate Response
Technologies

Duo Safety Ladder Corp.

CET Manufacturing

Roberson Fire and Safety, Inc.

No Bids

On the recommendation of Kristen McGovern, on behalf of the Sedgwick County Fire District #1 (SCFD), Tim Kaufman moved to
accept the low responsive bid from Okie Extrication in the amount of $44,680.00. Linda Kizzire seconded the motion. The motion
passed unanimously.
All bid responses were reviewed based on experience, qualifications, and the ability to provide equipment meeting the bid specifications.
Conrad Fire Equipment did not meet the bid specifications on the following items:
1. A 6.5 hp Simo-Pump was specified. A 3.0 hp Simo-Pump was bid.
2. The Heavy Duty Cutter did not meet minimum opening requirements by 10%.
3. Holmatro “Core” technology, which is a proprietary connection system, that does not work with the current dual
hose system used by SCFD. Warranty on the Holmatro hoses would be void if not used with original Holmatro
equipment and parts.
4. The hose reels on our existing apparatus would need to be replaced as current reels are not interchangeable with
Holmatro hoses.
5. The “hot swap” coupler with pigtails is not compatible with current equipment. This is critical as most car
accidents require more than one set of extrication tools.
Conrad Fire Equipment’s alternate bid has the same concerns as their initial bid.
*Pumps required to use "Core" equipment.
**"Core" hose reels.
N/A – Not required equipment for operation of TNT Rescue Systems
Question - Is it accurate to interpret this information as there was only one acceptable bid? Yes.
Question - Is this additional equipment or replacement? It's replacement equipment.
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SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF BIDS AND CONTRACTS
June 30, 2016
(1 Item)
1. TENDER/PUMPER TRUCKS -- SEDGWICK COUNTY FIRE DISTRICT #1 (SCFD)
FUNDING -- FIRE DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION
(Request sent to 63 vendors)
RFP #15-0120 S/C #800081772
Qty
Tender/Pumper Trucks
Delivery date
Acknowledge Addenda
Bid Bond
No Bid

2

Custom Fire Apparatus, Inc.
Unit Price
Ext Price
$384,667.00
$769,334.00
no delivery date given
Y
Y
Blanchat Mfg., Inc.
American Response Vehicles
Fleet Sales, LLC
REV Group, Inc.

Pierce Manufacturing Inc.
Unit Price
Ext Price
$402,637.00
$805,274.00
11 months from date of order
Y
Y
Danko Emergency Equipment
Roberson Fire & Safety
E-One
Max Fire Apparatus, Inc.

Weis Fire and Safety
Unit Price
Ext Price
$335,998.00
$671,996.00
Prior to 12-31-2016
Y
Y
Feld Fire
Penn Care, Inc.
Life Line Emergency Vehicles, Inc.

On the recommendation of Joe Thomas, on behalf of SCFD, Sara Jantz moved to reject all proposals submitted and rebid at a later date.
Jennifer Dombaugh seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
A committee comprised of Battalion Chief Doug Williams, Fire Captain Ray Hensley, Fire Captain Darin House, Fire Lieutenant Arlan
Spexarth, Firefighter Chris Roberts, Firefighter Calvin Forbes, Fire Master Technician Brian Richey - SCFD and Britt Rosencutter - Purchasing
reviewed all proposal responses based on experience, qualifications, and ability to provide the apparatus. Pierce Manufacturing Inc. offers the
best long term product with the lowest cost of ownership over the life cycle of the apparatus.
An important factor for this decision includes manufacturing consistency with our latest Tender purchase in 2015, keeping apparatus design as
close as possible to resolve training and operational issues firefighters face with various manufacturers of like apparatus. Downtime will be
reduced and cost savings are expected by having the same manufactured apparatus. The Weis Fire and Safety and Custom Fire Apparatus, Inc.
proposals did not meet all specifications in the following areas listed below:
The following items from Weis Fire and Safety did not meet minimum specifications:
1. Vehicle camera system not as specified.
2. Pump perimeter lights not as specified.
3. Body perimeter lights not as specified.
4. Side tank valves not as specified.
5. Master switch for dump valves not provided.
6. Floor of hosebed not as specified.
7. Body fender crowns not as specified.
8. Hose troughs not as specified.
9. Steps not as specified.
10. Pump shift not as specified.
11. Class 1 Gauges not as specified.
12. No service parts internet site.
13. Paint does not meet specification.
The following were areas where Custom Fire apparatus Inc. did not meet our specifications.
1. Vehicle Speed does not meet our specification of 75 mph.
2. Battery Charger not as specified.
3. 4" discharge not as specified.
Question - Are these replacement vehicles or new ones? Brian Richey with SCFD, these are to replace two of our aging Tenders in the fleet.
Question - What do we do with the old ones? Sell them on PurpleWave? Yes, we sell them through PurpleWave.
Question - Can you tell us what the typical lifespan of one of these devices is? Typically, 15-20 years is what we hope to get from them.
Notes from Special Meeting of the Board of Bids and Contracts, June 30, 2016.
The meeting was called to order by Sara Jantz. Joe Thomas stated this item is being brought before you today because a key piece of
information provided was incorrect. Brian Richey-Fire District representative is here to explain the misinformation. Brian Richey stated that a
key piece of information was incorrect which lead to an incorrect conclusion made by the review committee. A welded aluminum body was
specified, it was incorrectly stated that Weiss Fire and Safety could not provide this type of body, when in fact they can.
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The review committee failed to catch that mistake, and assumed it would be a different construction (bolted body) than was specified.
Sara Jantz asked - So to clarify, the committee met, and missed a key point, and brought it to Bid Board without that information, for Bid Board
to review? Yes. In January Toyne's demo equipment was brought to one of our stations and I looked at their product, and asked the salesman if
this would be the body type they would be bidding for the Sedgwick County Fire District, and the answer was yes. We failed to catch what he
said there, versus what they bid, it's two different things.
Sara Jantz asked - Purchasing, what is the recommendation at this point? Is it being suggested that we cancel this approval?
Linda Kizzire asked - Does Pierce make one that has the bolted body? No, they do not; our specifications clearly stated that it had to be an
aluminum welded body. We did not ask for a bolted body. Toyne offers the body both ways; the bolted body is actually stainless steel, not
aluminum. Pierce provides welded aluminum.
Sara Jantz asked - So the statement that we were provided, operational issues and downtime with reduced costs and cost savings are expected
by having the same manufactured apparatus. Is that not a true statement anymore, now that we know the other vendor can provide a welded
body? The body doesn't play as big a part as everyone believes.
Sara Jantz stated - A statement was made that it was "a big issue". My understanding is, that statement was made to Commissioners.
Brian Richey stated - The Pierce product being similar, being built with the same blue prints and the same components, has value. Whether it be
able to stock fewer parts, we have parts in stock typically to make repairs. When you purchase from a different vendor, you have different parts
and people for supplies. Operationally, having the trucks operate the same and all the components are located in the same place does have value
as well. When we made that statement, we still feel Pierce provides the best overall solution long term. We can buy the cheaper equipment, it
will still put out fires, it will do most of what the Pierce truck does.
Linda Kizzire asked - Our other Tender/Pumper trucks, do they come from Pierce also? We have two manufacturers, one is Pierce and the other
was Central States, which is now Rosenbauer.
Linda Kizzire asked - Weiss it looks like, still won't be able to provide you all the other specifications that you needed for the minimum
qualifications? Is that correct? They could have, but failed to; they had the opportunity to do that. The specification provided was generic so
that anyone building fire trucks through FAMA (Fire Apparatus Manufacturing Association) could build. There was nothing proprietary about
our specifications that eliminates anyone from bidding. They chose to bid something different.
Sara Jantz asked - Purchasing, it seems we have information that was not provided to us before, at some point it has become significant
information. Do we need to be rejecting this proposal and going back out for an RFP?
Joe Thomas stated - We defer to Bid Board members and Commissioners, as they take precedence. We make the recommendations. You could
move forward with this, but it would be the third time we'd be recommending this, there have been many convolutions during this time period.
Bid Board could decide, we're not recommending Pierce and award to another responder, or the cleanest way to address this is to reject all
responses and start over . If you choose to restart the process, we will reevaluate the specifications, make sure our processes are clean, and make
sure that everything that we've learned from this is applied to any future RFPs for these apparatus.
Misha Jacob-Warren- Assistant County Counselor stated - As I understand it right now, no purchase order has been issued for Pierce equipment.
So at this time we have not entered into any kind of binding contract with them. Legal agrees with Purchasing, the cleanest way to do this is, if it
is the will of the Board, is to reject the proposals and make that recommendation to the Board of County Commissioners who has the ultimate
decision. Right now, because we have not issued that purchase order, we are within the time frame to reject the proposals.
Sara Jantz stated - my recommendation is to reject the proposals. She asked if anyone would like to second, or make an alternate motion.
Linda Kizzire asked - Since this is a replacement vehicle, what is the estimated lifespan on what we are replacing? Is it going to break down and
not be operable by the time we get responses back in another 11 months? Chances of costly repairs are imminent everyday; one of the trucks
currently being replaced is 23 years old. The other truck being replaced is 17 years old. Typically 12-15 years is perfect world, it's when we
roll the dice, we keep our fingers crossed.
Linda Kizzire stated - As someone who lives in the fire district, I'd like for you guys to have good equipment and like it to be suited for your
staff that you already have, that they are not trying to learn (how to use a different hose) new equipment because it's in a different location on
your truck. I don't do your job, obviously, but in the event that I need you I want people that know how to operate the same type of equipment
come to my house. You guys do a great job, I just want to make sure you have the right equipment. Your safety is number one priority.

